
 

 

Fixture Lamar US Open Cup Date: 3/22/23 Time 7pm 
Opposition Park City Red Wolves 

 

Team Formation:  
4-2-3-1 

1 Mario Castillo 99 
2 Dane Morris 99 

3 Keane Garcia 99 

4 Caleb Olson 99 
5 Lucas Burch 99 

6 Will Hanson 71 
7 Dani Ruiz 56 

8 Marco Millan 99 
9 Alan Vargas 99 

10 Jose Puente  79 

11 Eddie Medina 99 
12 Saleh Alyones 45 

13 Kyler Houck 28 
14 Joaquin Villescas 18 

15 Luis Angulo  
16 AJ Mackall  

17 Lucciano Minasalli   

18 Emiliano Adames  
   

   
   

   

   
 

 

  

Match Report: Result 1-0 W 

Match Timeline 

56 min. Dani Ruiz out; Saleh Alyones in 

71 min. Will Hanson out; Kyler Houck in 

79 min. Goal UDA- Jose Puente (PK)  

81 min. Jose Puente out; Joaquin Villescas in 

COACH ASSESSMENT:  

Wow!!  What a team performance!  This was a game of coming together as a unit and putting 99 minutes together as 

one, while playing for the guy next to you and every player that has helped us in the program.  The crowd was amazing 

with an awesome atmosphere giving us a 12th man so a big thank you to the fans and the unrostered players.  I am so 

proud of the team for making history being the first college team to win the 1st round of US Open Cup.  We have gotten 

better as the weeks have gone on tactically in the 4-2-3-1.  Players were interchanging positions, overlapping, and 

communicated very well throughout the match.  We were switching the point of attack more than ever which caused 

PCRW problems.  We still need to find combination play in the final third and get more numbers into the box when the 

ball goes wide for service.  We will score more goals if we get numbers into the box so we can serve it.  Great work 

getting yourselves into this position and now it’s time to prepare for New Mexico United.  NM United plays in Oakland at 

8pm on 4/1/23.   

NOTABLE PERFORMANCES:   

Everyone played a role in this match and this was a TEAM notable performance.  Keeping the shutout was very impressive 

and the communication stood out making the game easier for each other.  The fans and the unrostered players are a part 

of this notable performance as well.   


